One of the great if bitter “in jokes” of Jewish modernity was Chatam Sofer’s use of the phrase החדש
אסור מן התורה בכל מקום, for this purpose translatable as “the new is Biblically forbidden everywhere”,
to combat Reform innovation.
The first level of the joke was that Chatam Sofer was rhetorically repurposing – i.e., developing a new
meaning for – Mishnah Orlah 3:9, where the same phrase should be translated “Grain of the new year is
forbidden (until chol hamoed Pesach) even outside Israel”.
The second level of the joke is that while the consensus medieval position was that the Halakhah follows
this Mishnah, the practice of even the fully observant community has generally been otherwise, such
that many great decisors have been compelled to produce limmudei zekhut for them. (Over the past
two decades, the community of those “makpid on chadash” has swelled dramatically, but I recall when it
was only the really the most committed Briskers.)
So chadash is a classic example of a law where popular practice has overwhelmed the written tradition,
and Chatam Sofer was offering a creative interpretation – a “chiddush” – and this became the slogan for
a static, book-driven vision of Judaism.
And of course this was not Chatam Sofer’s only chiddush – the third level of the joke is that Chatam
Sofer was a remarkably creative Torah scholar.
The fourth and final level of the joke –if I am not making an unfair presumption - is that most of those
opposing Chatam Sofer did not understand that it was funny, and did not realize that he was being
creative – they were wholly unaware of the Mishnah and of the history of that Halakhah. This is still
true today.
When it stops being funny, of course, is when those who support Chatam Sofer stop recognizing the
humor, and genuinely believe it to be an absolute statement, even if they know the Mishnah and the
history. This is an unavoidable risk of absolutist rhetoric. I presume Chatam Sofer was aware of the risk
that his own words could eventually be used to stifle the people most like him – brilliantly creative,
deeply aware of context, fully committed to Halakhah, and capable of utilizing that creativity so that
Halakhah could function effectively in every new context – but thought it a risk worth running.
The contemporary figure most comparable to Chatam Sofer in this respect was the Rav zt”l, who
developed a variety of remarkably original conceptions of the extent and nature of tradition. One of
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these is highlighted this week at the Hirhurim blog, where Rabbi Gil Student cites as a main point from a
lecture by the Rav, in the context of opposing a particular innovative halakhic proposal: “Whoever
doubts the Sages, taints them with an accusation like misogyny, doubts Judaism”.
Here is Rabbi Student in his own words:
“R. Soloveitchik inferred this strong position from an unusual phrase in Rambam’s Mishneh Torah (Hilkhos
Teshuvah 3:8). Rambam states that anyone who denies the Oral Torah or “contradicts its transmitters” (makhchish
magideha) is classified as a heretic. What constitutes contradicting the transmitters of the tradition? R. Soloveitchik
explained that it means questioning their motives, denying their spiritual uprightness, associating negative personal
traits to the bearers of our tradition. Whoever rejects the great sages of every generations, even post-Talmudic,
rejects the tradition they embody.”
He links to Rabbi Steven Weil’s writeup of the lecture, which includes the following:
The Rav clearly stated, “Even those who admit the truthfulness of the Torah Shebe’al Peh but who are critical of
chachmei Chazal as personalities, who find fault with chachmei Chazal, fault in their character, their behavior, or
their conduct, who say that chachmei Chazal were prejudiced, which actually has no impact upon the Halacha;
nevertheless, he is to be considered as a kofer [denier].” The chachmei hamesorah, the greatest talmidei chachamim
of all times whose personalities and outlooks were formed by the sacred texts they wholly embraced, represent
Torah and one who rejects them denies all.

Rabbi Student, continuing:
“Historians and R. Soloveitchik enthusiasts may find it interesting that this was not a new interpretation innovated
for this occasion, a convenient political weapon devised for the situation. R. Soloveitchik had published it 30 years
earlier. In a 1943 lecture in memory of his father, R. Soloveitchik offered this explanation as part of a lengthy
discussion of the laws of declaring the new month. He then published the lecture in the journal HaPardes (17:10, Shevat 5704). You can find it online here: link.
Interestingly, that formulation proceeds from a more limited view. R. Soloveitchik distinguished between laws that
the Sages received as tradition and those they derived through logic. Rejecting the Oral Torah refers to the tradition.
Rejecting the Sages means disagreeing with their logic, their judgment as presented in the Talmud. From this limited
requirement, R. Soloveitchik deduces that rejecting the Sages themselves constitutes heresy. He then applies it to the
Sages in general, presumably even post-Talmudic bearers of the tradition. Someone who rejects their judgment,
rejects the tradition.
This final step reflects R. Soloveitchik’s view 30 years later, when he articulated it in a communal controversy.”

I confess that I have always been unwilling to listen to the audio of that particular lecture, owing to the
deeply distasteful uses to which it was put in Yeshiva – while the words of Torah cannot become
objectively t’mei’im, sometimes they can have unfortunate subjective associations. But Rabbi Student’s
last paragraph very usefully invites us to find the boundary, and the gaps, between the Rav’s creative
halakhic argumentation and his rhetoric as reported, and I’d like to do that briefly here.
The Rav’s article explains why Maimonides believed that a formal sanctification of the New Moon
continued in some sense after the exile and eventual cessation of the Sanhedrin, even though that
sanctification was one of the Sanhedrin’s powers. His solution is that this power of the Sanhedrin
stemmed from its role as the embodiment of tradition, and as such could be assumed by another such
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embodiment (so long as that embodiment was in the Land of Israel). He defines, or at least recognizes,
such an embodiment by another of its powers – the capacity to legislate for the whole Jewish people.
The Rav recognizes that to “embody tradition” must mean more than “to pass tradition down
accurately” – otherwise any two witnesses should be sufficient” – and therefore he argues that
“transmission =  ”מסורתis a qualitatively distinct process from learning. He does not rigorously define
that distinction in the article.
The Rav substantiates his claim that a non-Sanhedrin body can “embody the tradition” via a close but
creative reading of Hilkhot Teshuvah 3:9:
:שלשה הן הכופרים בתורה
,האומר שאין התורה מעם ה' אפילו פסוק אחד אפילו תיבה אחת אם אמר משה אמרו מפי עצמו הרי זה כופר בתורה
,וכן הכופר בפרושה והוא תורה שבעל פה והמכחיש מגידיה כגון צדוק ובייתוס
 כל אחד משלשה אלו כופר,והאומר שהבורא החליף מצוה זו במצוה אחרת וכבר בטלה תורה זו אף על פי שהיא היתה מעם ה' כגון ההגרים
.בתורה
Three are called “deniers of Torah”:
1) Who says that the Torah is not from Hashem . . .
2) and similarly, who denies its interpretation, namely the Oral Torah, and (who) contradicts its speakers, such
as Tzadok and Boethius
3) and who says that the Creator exchanged this mitzvah for another mitzvah . .

The Rav argues that the parenthesized (who) above should be inserted, so that “contradicting its
speakers” becomes an independent form of denying the Oral Torah. This may in itself be a chiddush.
Granting the literary point, however, how can one “contradict its speakers” without simultaneously
denying the interpretations they offer? The Rav answers that without this additional clause one might
think that the obligation of obedience applies only to laws received as tradition; however, the
requirement not to “contradict its speakers” extends the obligation to laws derived from reason and not
received as tradition. In other words, to embody tradition is to have the authority to creatively extend it.
The Rav then comments that this applies even outside of Israel, to the Sages of the Babylonian Talmud,
because they spoke for and were recognized by the whole Jewish community.
Let us take all of this as given. What is explicit within the Rav’s article is that
a) “contradicting its speakers” applies only to a collective group of ‘speakers’ whose legislative
authority is recognized by the entire Jewish community. It cannot apply to any individuals or
subgroup, and it cannot apply to any post-Talmudic group
b) “contradicting its speakers” refers to denying the authority of a legal conclusion, and in no way
refers to evaluations of the personal piety, integrity, or morality of either the collective or
individuals or subgroups within it
c) “contradicting its speakers” is a hyper-traditionalist position, which denies Torah authorities the
authority to innovate within the context of Tradition, rather than a reform position
Now here is Rabbi Student’s last paragraph again:
Rejecting the Sages means disagreeing with their logic, their judgment as presented in the Talmud.
From this limited requirement, R. Soloveitchik deduces that rejecting the Sages themselves constitutes heresy.
He then applies it to the Sages in general, presumably even post-Talmudic bearers of the tradition. Someone
who rejects their judgment, rejects the tradition.
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This final step reflects R. Soloveitchik’s view 30 years later, when he articulated it in a communal
controversy.”

My take is that the Rav did not “deduce” any of these extensions from his earlier article, any more than
Chatam Sofer “deduced” his anti-Reform position from the Mishnah. Rather, the Rav used lomdishe
language and ideas as the basis of rhetoric in the same way that Chatam Sofer used Mishnaic language
and ideas. Furthermore, I find insufficient basis in Rabbi Weil’s report for Rabbi Student’s claim that the
Rav extended his chiddush, even rhetorically, to “post-Talmudic bearers of the tradition”; perhaps there
is more on the tape1. Finally, it should be obvious that there is a difference between criticism – even
robust criticism – and rejection.
Now one does not need the Rav’s chiddush to recognize that there is a point at which someone has
been so creative, changed so much or so radically, that they can no longer legitimately claim to be
connected to the past, and that Torah authenticity requires such a connection to the Torah past. It also
seems patent to me that authentically continuing a tradition requires genuine reverence for those who
transmitted it.
But not everything new is forbidden everywhere by the Torah, and Chatam Sofer neither expected nor
wanted knowledgeable Jews to believe otherwise; nor did the Rav expect or want his creative rhetoric
to become a tool for enforcing a stultified rabbinic conformity, or for creating an intellectual prison
bounded by his own theological and halakhic positions, with his students forced to become wardens,
inmates, or both.
Shabbat shalom
Aryeh Klapper

1

From a lomdishe perspective, we must mention the conversation about whether lo tasur has any applicability in
the post-Talmudic period, and the Talmudic discussion of whether one can become a zaken mamrei if one is
following a tradition, or if the other side does not. But my purpose this week is to describe, not to evaluate or
formulate.
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